TASMAN SIGHTED THE HOKITIKI

EARLY EXPLORATION OF THE COAST

PRIMITIVE MAORI SETTLEMENT IN THE FIFTIES

1642-1864

I gl Impsed the Hokitika
the frange of the Tasman
the West Coast to Cape Farewell and
unfortunate in the weather and
has some little claim to antiquity.

OUS los s of men who were killed by
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which perpetuates his name through
men had s et out from Batavia to look
appearance

December 13, 1642, two small
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East

On the West Coast of Zealand
Massacre Bay, by the coast

At the Ho kitika, to find no Maoris tbere
or at the Arahura. Half starved and
tempted
surveyor, Jacob Lauper, with an inadequate

It is no wonder that the district ann'lally attracts many

Behind the Ho kitika, to find no Maoris tbere
or at the Arahura. Half starved and
tempted

Thermal Springs

For the wealth and variety of its mosaic beauty it would be
difficult to surpass the West Coast, in any area of the same
size, in geographic position. The heavy forest traffic which
passes up and down this part of the South Island is proof
of this, and the West Coast is the centre of this traffic, and
therein lies a good reason for the belief that the town will
continue to thrive.

First RImu Rush

COLOURFUL DAYS AT WOODSTOCK

THOUSANDS DIGGING FOR GOLD

BIG RETURNS AND HIGH LIFE

First RImu Rush

When the tourist rushes through the RImu township to-day in his
ingress to the town of Hokitika.
westwards, the Hokitika, the Styr rivers, and Laken Kaniuti and Mahinga.
In the upper reaches of the Hokitika, the Styr and
river, trout are abundant, and these species will
+

THE SCENIC WONDERLAND OF WESTLAND

VARIETY OF ATTRACTIONS IN WESTLAND

LAKES, RIVERS, MOUNTAINS, AND GLACIERS

Ample Scope for Sportsmen in Many Rivers
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The trip
beef

The heavy tourist
tourism

The West Coast affords an ideal
spot for the angler. Brown trout, rainbow trout,
and land-locked quinnat salmon can all be caught in Westland,
and it is no wonder that the district annually attracts many
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To the angler Westland presents all the waters of Westland, but
it is necessary to note that the district annually attracts many
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